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Technology. 
I hope this project paper will fit the requirement and expectation of the subject matter. The 
code for the subject is FIN 667. I would like to thank to you for all your guidance and 
support in the completion of this project paper. 
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ABSTRACTS 
This study had used 10 out of 40 stocks under the selected financial sectors in analyzing the 
performance of stock listed in KLCI main board. To see the performance of the stocks, the 
researcher had analyzed the relationship between stock prices of selected finance sectors in 
Main Board through the SPSS Program. The result showed that the price of the stocks had all 
significant relationships on the stock performance. The price for the stocks had dropped 
dramatically during the increase of the oil prices and this lead to the lower return during that 
time. However the percentage increased or decreased in stock return due to the changed in 
stock price during that five years study. The investments tend to be more risky during the period 
of December 2007 until know. This is because any 1% change in stock price will lead to higher 
amount of changed in KLCI and vice versa. 
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